Student Affiliates

START ONE AT YOUR COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY!
(There is no Affiliation fee, just an expectation that the Sponsor and the President are members of TODOS)

WHY?
* ENGAGE PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS IN A COLLABORATIVE COMMUNITY
* INCREASE AWARENESS OF EQUITY IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
* GAIN ACCESS TO TODOS PUBLICATIONS
* RECEIVE NEWSLETTERS AND UPDATES ON LOCAL AND NATIONAL EVENTS

HOW?
* PREPARE A CHAPTER CONSTITUTION THAT ADDRESSES ARTICLE X, SECTION 2 OF THE TODOS BYLAWS
* ENSURE CHAPTER PRESIDENT AND SPONSOR ARE CURRENT MEMBERS OF TODOS ($25 ANNUAL DUES)
* SUBMIT TO TODOS BOARD FOR APPROVAL

QUESTIONS?
CONTACT JENNIFER BAY-WILLIAMS
(J.BAYWILLIAMS@LOUISVILLE.EDU; 502-852-0561) OR CAROL EDWARDS
EXEC@TODOS-MATH.ORG